Executive Seminar | In House

SRM | Strategy Review Meeting
A formal process to increase your visibility and ability
to track the execution of your strategy.

Knowledge is the first step towards success…

www.on-strategy.com/edu/SRM

SRM | Strategy Review Meeting

I

f the world changes, your strategy
and your conversations should
change as well. Nevertheless 85% of
the senior executives spend less than
one hour a month discussing
business strategy. Learn the process
to design better meetings and sustain
the success of your strategy.
Take your strategy meetings’
program to the next level.

Program Outline
1 SRM: a strategic

3 Prepare the leaders

meeting.

for the meeting

The agendas mingle what is
important with what is urgent.
They treat operations and
strategy equally. Differentiate
the nature of the topics.

An in depth analysis will
discover opportunities to effect
substantial improvements.
«Better to inconvenience with
the truth than flattering».

2 Inform the leaders

4 The meeting (SRM).

(Reporting)

The moment of truth.

Informing the leaders in a
meeting designed to make
decisions is a waste of priceless
resources. Create a process to
inform on time.

www.on-strategy.com/edu/SRM

- Separate strategy from operations
- Key strategy elements
- A process to manage meetings
- Culture of questioning and enquiry
- Moderate strategy meetings

Senior leadership meeting’s
70% of the time is assigned to
the analysis of past. Agenda,
moderator, time, formats.
Everything a SRM needs.

Who should attend

I want a consultant Click Here

Benefits

Organizational change managers and planning management offices
responsible for leading and coordinating the meetings and who are
not satisfied with the utilities resulting of the current meetings.
Leaders interested in using a methodic approach to conducting
strategic decision making meetings.

In the IN-HOUSE model, the client will be
responsible to provide the infrastructure
needed to conduct the event. ON STRATEGY
will assign senior instructors to ensure a
successful and exciting learning experience.
Our instructors have experience in similar
engagements across multiple industries.

the business of tomorrow, today.
SCHOOL is ON STRATEGY
executive education division.
Our programs are designed to meet
the needs of executives and Corporate
Universities, to develop and reinforce
specific competencies on strategy
leadership execution.
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Some of the companies that trusted us with their strategies: AM-PM - BBVA - BOEHRINGER INGELHEIM
CENTURY 21 - COCA COLA - CUMMINS - GLOBALSTAR - GRUPO KUO - GRUPO POSADAS - GRUPO ALICA – HP – NOVARTIS
MANE - PEMEX - RH SHIPPING - SAP – SCOTIABANK - SEARS - SECRETERIA DE SALUD - SPORTS WORLD - TELEFÓNICA
TELMEX - TUPPERWARE - URREA - VOLKSWAGEN - YOUNG & RUBICAM - WORLD VISION – WUNDERMAN…

